WOMEN OF THE SACRED GROVE

Diamond-shaped

Joan of Arc

Bow-shaped

THREE GRACES

Attractive and functional, this trio really holds hair in place. The diamond
and bow-shaped barrettes feature bold knotwork in classic Celtic style,
while the Joan of Arc design was inspired by a fleur-de-lis in the French
Abbey of St. Denis. Pewter, made in Cornwall.
J40020 Diamond-Shaped Hair Barrette $45
J40040 Joan of Arc Hair Barrette $45
J40030 Bow-Shaped Hair Barrette $45

I REMEMBER YOU

EXCLUSIVE! In the Age of Vikings, runic
carvings were used for short important messages.
One such note discovered in Norway translates as
“Remember me, I remember you/Love me, I love you.”
This timeless message of love even across a distance is
reproduced here on a circular pendant. Sterling silver
with oxidized finish, on 18" chain. By Keith Jack.
J20595 I Remember You Runic Pendant $120

NEW! VELVET BOUQUET

A romantic bouquet of flowers is strewn across the lush deep-purple
of this entrancing topper. Velvet blossoms shimmer on the sheer
background, fluttering curved hem wafts easily around you. Imported.
Polyester; handwash. Sizes S-XL.
A60498 Velvet Burnout Roses Jacket $60

LOVE IS PATIENT

Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast,
it is not proud. It is not rude, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily
angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil
but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always
hopes, always perseveres...
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The immortal verse from the Book of Corinthians is inscribed on a
moebius bracelet—a form with just one side, creating a circle that
truly never ends—a fitting tribute to the lasting power of love. 7¾"
around. Sterling silver. Made in USA.
J50118 Love is Patient Moebius Bracelet $120

actual size

UNABASHEDLY
ROMANTIC

A red rose—the symbol of
ardent love. Ruffled like rose
petals, tiers of red cascade
in this swirling skirt that begs
you to dance. Fold-over waist
hugs you comfortably; the
full skirt lets you move freely.
Lightweight rayon, lined;
hand wash. 40" long.
Imported. Sizes S/M, M/L,
L/XL. Shown in Rose
Red; also available in
Turquoise, Emerald
Green, Cayenne or
Black.
A50002
Flamenco
Skirt $75

EXCLUSIVE! Like a fragment of a lost legend,
Emily Balivet’s artwork offers a tantalizing glimpse
of an imminent event. Twelve ladies, in a variety
of fine gowns, walk past a wood, a flock of doves
swooping above. Where are the women going?
What is the message of the birds? Tapestry-woven
wallhanging adds an air of the mythic to any wall.
36" x 25" cotton/poly blend; comes with hanging
rod and hardware. Gift wrap and rush delivery not
available.
D50630	Women of the Sacred Grove
Wallhanging $90

FIREGLOW

EXCLUSIVE! Like flickering candlelight, faceted wine-red garnets glow
warmly with shining gold. Necklet combines petite garnet briolettes
with tiny faceted gold-plated nuggets; pendant and earrings
each feature a trio of garnets. Wear the necklaces separately, or layered together as one harmonious piece.
Necklet with beads adjusts 17-19"; trio pendant
on 18" chain. Gold vermeil chain, clasp,
and earwires. Handmade in USA by
Lynn Olander.

Turquoise

Emerald
Green

Cayenne

Black

Earrings shown
actual size

J10433 Gemstone Trio Earrings $67
J20666 Gemstone Briolette Necklet $110
J20667 Gemstone Trio Pendant $85
SAVE 10% When you buy two or more pieces!

NEW! PUT ON YOUR RED SHOES

Do ruby-red shoes make your walk livelier, your destination more exciting? Try
these playful mary janes, with great, bold flowers coaxing you down a path of
delight. Hand-painted embossed-leather flowers, burnished toe, and shaped
leather wrap on side of sole. Padded insole; rubber outsole. Velcro
fastener. European (U.S.) sizes 35 (4½-5), 36 (5½-6), 37 (6½-7),
38 (7½-8), 39 (8½), 40 (9), 41 (9½-10), 42 (10½-11). By
Spring Footwear.
B70091 Ruby Red
Mary Janes $110

Rose Red

gaelsong.com

This collection is also
available in Emerald.

1.800.205.5790

actual size

NEW! MOONGLOW

Like a stained-glass
window in a gothic castle,
a quartet of rainbow
moonstones glows
with subtly shifting color
in an elaborate antiquedsilver setting. Sterling
silver; sizes 5-10.
J70099 Moonstone
Quartet Ring $55

NEW! REGAL

LEISURE

Take your coffee on the
balcony, surveying the new
lands at your feet. Today is the
first day of vacation and you
reign serenely as the queen
of leisure. Break from the
ordinary, whatever you are
doing, in this summery top, a
regal combination of white-onwhite diamond embroidery,
and lace sleeves, hem and
collar. Imported. Viscose;
machine wash. Sizes XS-XXL.
A60449 Diamond & Lace
Top $68
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